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A senior bioethicist who heads a research team at the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious
Diseases (NIAID) is taking the lead at the National Institutes of Health (NIH) in the debate over the ethics
of COVID vaccine mandates.

Dr. Matthew Memoli, director of the Laboratory of Infectious Diseases at NIH, will argue against vaccine
mandates during a Dec. 1 livestreamed roundtable session, which will be open to the public.

“There’s a lot of debate within the NIH about whether [a vaccine mandate] is appropriate,” David
Wendler, a senior NIH bioethicist in charge of planning the session, told the WSJ. “It’s an important, hot
topic.”

Memoli opposes mandates for the COVID vaccines authorized for emergency use in the U.S., and has
chosen not to be vaccinated.

ORDER TODAY: Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.'s New
Book — 'The Real Anthony Fauci'

Memoli sought a religious exemption from the mandatory vaccine requirements imposed by health
authorities in the District of Columbia, where he is licensed to practice medicine.

Memoli said he is willing to risk his job and his license for the right not to receive a COVID vaccine. During
the scheduled roundtable early next month, he will make the case against mandates.

“I think the way we are using the vaccines is wrong,” Memoli said in a July 30 email to Dr. Anthony Fauci,
director of the NIAID, and two of his lieutenants. Memoli called mandated vaccination “extraordinarily
problematic.”

Memoli told the WSJ one of Fauci’s colleagues thanked him for his email. Memoli said he supports COVID
vaccines for high-risk populations including the elderly and obese, but said, “blanket vaccination of
people at low risk of severe illness could hamper the development of more-robust immunity gained
across a population from infection.”

Memoli, a 16-year veteran at the NIH was selected this month for a 2021 NIH director’s award — a top
recognition from the head of the agency, for his supervision of a national study into undiagnosed COVID
cases early in the pandemic.

Memoli said his children have received their childhood vaccines, and he will support the results of the
ethics discussion regardless of the outcome.

“I do vaccine trials. I, in fact, help create vaccines,” Memoli told the WSJ. “Part of my career is to share my
expert opinions, right or wrong … I mean, if they all end up saying I’m wrong, that’s �ne. I want to have
the discussion.”

Christine Grady, head of NIH’s Clinical Center bioethics department and Fauci’s wife, approved the Dec. 1
seminar — a session called “Grand Rounds.”

Grady said in an email she believes there is interest in the topic across the agency.

“Our hope is that the December Grand Rounds will be relevant to the debates that are going on around
the country regarding vaccine mandates,” an agency spokeswoman said on Grady’s behalf.
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Federal appeals court temporarily halts Biden’s COVID vaccine mandate for private employers 

A federal appeals court on Saturday issued a stay temporarily halting the Biden administration’s private-
employer COVID vaccine mandate, citing, “grave statutory and constitutional” issues with the
requirement.

“Because the petitions give cause to believe there are grave statutory and constitutional issues with the
mandate, the mandate is hereby stayed pending further action by this court,” the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit said in the order.

The case was brought by multiple businesses and several states, including Texas, Utah, Louisiana, South
Carolina and Mississippi. They argued the requirements exceed the authority of the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA), which will enforce the mandates, and amount to an unconstitutional
delegation of power to the executive branch by Congress.

The Biden administration on Monday asked the federal court to lift the order blocking the mandate for
large private employers. The administration said the petitioners were not claiming a “major prospect of
harm” from the rule, so the court should allow the mandate to proceed while the case makes its way
through the system.

“Accordingly, there is no need to address petitioners’ stay motions now, and the court should lift its
administrative stay and allow this matter to proceed under the process that Congress set forth for
judicial review of OSHA standards,” lawyers for the administration argued.

The White House on Monday said businesses should move forward with Biden’s vaccine mandate for
private businesses, despite a federal court order temporarily halting the rules, CNBC reported.

“People should not wait,” White House Deputy Press Sec. Karine Jean-Pierre told reporters during a press
brie�ng. “They should continue to move forward and make sure they’re getting their workplace
vaccinated.”

The OSHA regulation applies to employers with at least 100 workers, creating an emergency temporary
rule that will require employers to mandate workers be vaccinated against COVID or submit to regular
testing. A deadline for companies to comply with the regulation was set for Jan. 4.

Petitioners said the mandate, publicized as an emergency temporary standard by OSHA, should be
struck down because it exceeds OSHA’s authority under the Occupational Safety and Health Act.

More than two dozen states have �led lawsuits against the Biden administration over the vaccine
mandate for large private employers in the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 11th and D.C. Circuits. Federal law dictates
cases be consolidated and heard by one federal appeals court chosen by a lottery.

According to the U.S. Department of Justice, the lottery could take place on or around Nov. 16, and the
case could make its way to the Supreme Court.
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Susan C Roberts • 2 days ago

• Reply •

Hmm. The fact that this roundtable is being arranged by Fauci's wife makes me doubt that any real
controversy will come to light. Perhaps this Matthew Memoli is playing the part of controlled
opposition.

 101△  ▽ 1

>
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JP Buell  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Susan C Roberts

I agree with you Susan! It sounds pretty hokey to me, too.
 29△ ▽

JMarie  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Susan C Roberts

Ditto. If they were serious about an ethics review they should include other significant
voices like Dr Peter McCullough and Dr John Ioannidis among others. Fauci's wife
published a paper in 2018 on the non-compliant in the case of a pandemic and the potential
use of aerosolized vaccines in pubic places. I'll pass on this one.

 26△  ▽ 1

Susan C Roberts  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> JMarie

OMG. Didn't know that about Fauci's wife. That is horrifying.
 9△ ▽

Janelle Dimattia  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Susan C Roberts

They are both villains!
 2△ ▽

BenDPatton  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> JMarie

link?

△ ▽

Science  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> JMarie

Link to the paper?

△ ▽

ronnie Diener  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Susan C Roberts

I think anyone who says the elderly can be sacrificed is way off track.
 25△  ▽ 1

Marjorie Rosenfeld  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> ronnie Diener

Anyone who says that 5 to 11 year-old children should be inoculated with these
Emergency-Use genetic transfer treatments is also off track. There will be dead and
injured children from this. Deaths and injuries from the so-called vaccines have now
surpassed deaths and injuries from Covid. I thought we had gotten rid of Nazi
experiments on unwilling subjects. It appears not.

 30△ ▽

Kellie Thoms  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> ronnie Diener

Already been done. Remember in the beginning when covid patients were
deliberately placed in nursing homes to infect the residents? How easily we forget.
Holocaust, Jim Jones, Tuskegee Experiments,
 8△ ▽
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marcus  • a day ago

• Reply •

> ronnie Diener

the elderly were indeed already sacrificed because they've been consistently
refused in many countries to be treated early on or as a prophylaxis with
Hydroxy/zinc / VitD/C or the ivermectin protocol - both would have saved millions of
lives (as they have done in poor countries that were not going to get a chance of any
early vaccines. letting the virus out of the Wuhan lab was almost certainly a
deliberate plan to reduce the burden on many nation states who are facing a
pensions/healthcare demograhic timebomb. If they vaccines work, then they should
protect the elderly - if they don't work, why give them to kids when there are so
many adverse reactions including death? We shouldn't be sacrificing kids anyway
for an entire life ahead of them for prolonging an old person's life by just a few more
years before they'd die of something else anyway - that's crazy!
 1△ ▽

Beth Price-Almeida  • a day ago

• Reply •

> marcus

Hell, EVERYONE is being refused early treatment.
 2△ ▽

Grumpy Granny  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Susan C Roberts

I thought government agencies were supposed to avoid nepotism.
 3△ ▽

Jenna  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Susan C Roberts

Yeah, it's a complete joke. Perhaps these employees should have stood up for their rights a
long time ago. This guy is not a hero; he is a coward. Waited to speak up until the mandate
was coming after him and his family. Too late buddy!

Notice how he's already qualifying his statements by saying he could be wrong but at least
we talked about it.

If the scum want to have a circle jerk in their echo chamber let them have at it. Their
mandates will be ignored.
 1△ ▽

Charlie  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Susan C Roberts

That totally makes sense. This will never be a real debate. They can't win a real debate.

△ ▽

DubbyD • 2 days ago • edited

At 83 I'm pretty healthy. I suspect that's related to my avoidance of doctors except on a "need to"
basis. I don't get flu shots and I'm certainly not going to willingly accept this so-called vaccine. I
wear a mask only when required to, do not use that immune suppressor liquid the stores are
always shoving at people. I use public transportation, hold on to the ralings, and don't hide from the
sun as we have been encouraged to do. I guess the predator class doesn't want to take a chance
on the sun providing any healing energy. I was very young during WW2, but I remember it. I grew
up in Brooklyn, but was very aware of the evil perpetrated by the German predator class - with the
help of o r o n along ith the eager collaboration of the German people I feel that e're entering
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see more

• Reply •

help of our own, along with the eager collaboration of the German people. I feel that we're entering
the same gate to hell once again and with many of the descendants of nazi criminals and their
American supporters. I feel that zyklon B has been replaced this time around with the Jim Jones
Jab and people eagerly, happily, believingly dancing toward their own extinction, so intellectually
stilted that they are pushing their own children to today's answer to the ovens that were built and
kept busy by Germany's major medical corporations. Perhaps I'll get covid and die. I've been fine
so far and with a lot less, actually zero, Fauci following. As an old person, my preference would be
to leave this world rather than live in a techno-fascist world. I don't think much more highly of the
intelligence of the privileged predator class than I do of those who unthinkingly follow them. So I
really think they will ultimately be defeated. I would hope for a world where people are encouraged
to evolve beyond this hyper-materialist mindset. If we could find a way to eliminate the virus of

 51△ ▽

Jennifer  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> DubbyD

Dr. Kurt Blome had been in charge of Germany's biological weapons development. He was
captured after the war by US Army intelligence, and admitted during subsequent
interrogations to numerous medical atrocities. There was ample evidence of crimes against
Blome, and he had also admitted to crimes that would have been more than enough to send
him to the gallows. Nonetheless, U.S. officials intervened to get him acquitted. He was hired
by U.S. Army Chemical Corps to work on chemical and biological warfare. 
Blome worked for Plenipotentiary for Cancer Research, the title was deceptive: His interest
was not in curing cancer, but in causing it via viruses, and in the military use of carcinogenic
substances. He also headed an institute that aimed to develop biological warfare agents,
whose experts advocated attacking the US with human and animal epidemic pathogens, as
well as plant pests. Blome’s biological warfare organization conducted lethal experiments
on 1700 inmates at the Mauthausen concentration camp. His organization also collaborated
with Japan’s infamous Unit 731, which was carrying out even worse biological warfare
experiments on the other side of the world. 
Albert Einstein left Nazi Germany just months after Hitler took power and he declared that
science and justice were now in the hands of a "raw and rabid mob of Nazi militia." 
He even tried to appeal to President Truman to stop taking in anyone who had served Hitler.
And here we are with a Fourth Reich/NWO.

 15△ ▽

Tsipora Pereira  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

Thanks for your post. I've seen this and comparable data before. Would you happen
to have a source for your information? Is there a book on the 'achievements' of ex-
Nazis and their employers in the U.S. after WWII?

△ ▽

Jennifer  • 18 hours ago> Tsipora Pereira

'Operation Paperclip, The Secret Intelligence Program that Brought Nazi
Scientists to America,' by Annie Jacobsen and 'The Nazi Doctors, Medical
Killing and the Psychology of Genocide,' by Dr. Robert Jay Lifton have much
information. Another book is 'A Woman Survivor's True Story of Auschwitz,
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• Reply •

y
Five Chimneys' by Olga Lengyel. 
In 'Operation Paperclip,' it explains how "Himmler wanted Blome to infect
human test subjects with plague to see what would happen to them." History
sadly repeats itself. There is an excellent interview with Annie and Joe
Rogan as well.
 1△ ▽

Tsipora Pereira  • an hour ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

Thank you Jennifer, thank you so much. The face of this war gets more
satanic with every year that passes. Or so it seems to me.

△ ▽

Ronne S  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Jennifer

Wow! thank you

△ ▽

Jennifer  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Ronne S

I wish it wasn't true. We have all been deceived. The polio vaccine was
found to cause brain cancer, the swine flue vaccine cause a polio like
disease and the smallpox vaccine (AIDS) and the hepatitis vaccine (AIDS).
(Strecker Memorandum)
J. Clemenson at the Danish Cancer Registry, Leukemogenesis, (1973). In
addressing an international assembly of leukemia experts said: “We are in
fact establishing conditions for a possible pandemic of an oncogenic virus
varied on the scale of influenza of 1918.”
 3△ ▽

We All Must Be Aware  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

I agree and perfectly said. Glad for you and your brains!!!
 7△ ▽

Siglund  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

So to get this straight...

You OPPOSE the Resident's "mandate" for everyone to take the poison gene shot, but you
SUPPORT the president's plan to decimate our economy, destroy our military, make us
dependent on foreign nations for energy, and eliminate our currency so that we must use
digi-dollars and subject ourselves to the new global governance and "social credit" system.

You won't understand this if you haven't learned it after all these years, but tyrannical
communism IS the polar opposite of free-market capitalism.
 6△ ▽

Andy Dulavitz  • a day ago> Siglund

Except that what we are witnessing is NOT "Free Market" Capitalism. This is "wolf
market" capitalism where the titans have joined forces with government to destroy
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• Reply •

the free market. Small businesses either being outright destroyed or bought up.
They are trying to separate the free from the market and take away your choices.
As an economic model it more closely resembles fascism. But we should not be
working to hard to put things into neat little boxes. Both Capitalism and the various
flavors of socialism are re-inventing them selves with new variants.
 1△ ▽

John Stone   • a day ago

• Reply •

Mod > Andy Dulavitz

Without effective liability it is perhaps not capitalism at all. The bureaucrats
who run corporations bear no financial or so far criminal liability for their
actions. This has been the problem for a long time, more than a century - but
we are coming to a final crunch.

https://progressive.org/lat...
 3△ ▽

Ed J  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> DubbyD

Powerful words. Thank you and God Bless. Free market Capitalism is not inherently evil
though, but the perversity and explotation of it is. We are being forced in to a Corporate-
Communist system which is the destructive hybrid of Capitalism and Communism.
Government will own most companies by 2030. 50% of Americans will work for the
Government in some capacity or another. 30% will be out of work due to AI and robotics
and living on meager UBI in government own tenement housing created from abandoned
retail and warehousing. 20% will be living off the grid or homeless. The "unvaxxed" will be in
this 20%. We will have our own underground economy which the Government will try to
undermine and destroy. Our Pure Blood and Pure Organs will be sought out by those who
have destroyed their own with the Jab. A very troubled world lies ahead in the near future.
 5△ ▽

Juniper Summer  • 2 days ago • edited

• Reply •

> DubbyD

You are wise and our society should honor wisdom of those who have earned it through
long-life experience. Thank you for sharing your thoughts. I - and many others - sincerely
value them. Your words will carry with me from now on.
 2△ ▽

Betty Springer  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

Amen and God bless you! Keep living and telling your story
 3△  ▽ 1

Kathy hallenbevk  • a day ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

You speak with the wisdom of long years, experience and knowledge gained over multiple
generations. Each generation begins anew in the quest to understand humanity and
civilization. You should be our President. You would be like a breath of fresh air and freedom
in our executive office.
 1△ ▽
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Tsipora Pereira  • a day ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

Thanks for your straight message. If only there were more people like you, we'd have a
model granny class that all could take their cue from.
 1△ ▽

Now  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

Beautifully said
 1△ ▽

Ronne S  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

Thank you, so well said! You're an individual who uses her brain for assessing decisions &
not a follower. Much of what you said told my story, I'm a scrutinizer, and all my adult life it's
been my go to method for decisions. Take care Great post.
 1△ ▽

Kim from Brooklyn  • 10 hours ago

• Reply •

> DubbyD

I gladly add my name to your post. Beautifully expressed and sadly right on point. We are
lucky to have the likes of you walking the face of the earth. Stay around with us for a long
time Dubby, we need you here!!

△ ▽

Ektor • 2 days ago

• Reply •

The FDA, CDC and big pharma are not going to reverse anything. The agenda is set in stone no
matter how many die or get terribly ill from these wretched mRNA injections. It is up to the
remaining non-compliers to remain non-compliant.

 69△  ▽ 3

Seabreezes1  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Ektor

Yup - it's window dressing that provides them cover. Going through the motions to be able
to say they considered and rejected the opposition.

 15△ ▽

robertsgt40  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Seabreezes1

Memoli needs to check the CDC website noting over 18k deaths from the jab and
850k serious injuries and ask himself how high does the body count have to go
before Gates/Fauci and company are charged with genocide? These people are
eugenicists.

 19△ ▽

Eleanor Fraser  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> robertsgt40

And the deaths and injuries are very very un reported!
 11△ ▽

Jean Doyle  • 2 days ago> Ektor

Well I think this is showing otherwise. Two dozen states is one short of half the country.
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• Reply •

They are few and we are many. Too many for them to handle.
 8△ ▽

This comment was deleted.

Patty Dimick Amidon  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Guest

https://rumble.com/vkgdq7-d... and this creepy stuff in the viles
https://rumble.com/vn482j-d...

△ ▽

James Robert Deal • 2 days ago

• Reply •

It appears that Matthew Memoli only opposes vaccine mandates for the Covid vaccines.
Apparently he supports mandates for all the other childhood vaccines - which are now required if
you want to go to college.

None of the customary childhood vaccines and none of the Covid vaccines should be mandatory
or routine. Those foolish enough to take these vaccines should be free to do so, but they should not
be routine or mandatory for any purpose. They are all experimental and reckless. The adverse
reactions are worse than the disease vaccinated against.

www.JamesRobertDeal.org/vac...
 53△  ▽ 2

Naga  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> James Robert Deal

It's downright sickening that this is the case today. I didn't have to take any vaccines going
through grade school, high school or university. I had all of the normal childhood diseases.
Back then, when someone was sick, we invited them over and everyone caught for
example, the chicken pox and we acquired natural immunity which is BETTER than man-
made immunity and besides, the director of the CDC is on record saying the product does
not stop infection, so what good is it? Anyone trying to push it since this information as
come to light tells you that there is another agenda.

 16△ ▽

Polly Green  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> Naga

My kids are 30+, and we still had non-fetal cell vaccines then. Two were vaccine-
injured just the same, one because a physician assumed a vaccine had conferred
immunity so he failed to recognize a common childhood infection. 
I learned the hard way. 
Vaccination is a failed model.

 17△ ▽

Tharlene LakesMathis  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Polly Green

health care is of the pagan religion anyway,not of God at all.

△ ▽

>
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Tharlene LakesMathis  • a day ago

• Reply •

> Naga

Definitely another agenda,,if you re-search(Dr. Tenpenny) this is Not a
vaccine,between that & 5g,it's genocide & grooming for the NWO,,they call great re-
set. It's almost set & they are goingbto hammer us ,soon! you've not seen nothing
yet!

△ ▽

LW  • 2 days ago

• Reply •

> James Robert Deal

Second that! 👍
 5△ ▽

NordicBleu • 20 hours ago> James Robert Deal
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